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A computational radiation field model for simulating the irradiance in single-phase annular photoreactors
was developed and evaluated experimentally. The developed model included the lamp within the com-
putational domain allowing to incorporate important interactions between the UV radiation, the quartz
walls, and the Hg vapor inside the lamp. Several lamp emission models were evaluated against far- and
near-field experimental data. The models with diffused radiation emission showed better overall irra-
diance prediction capabilities. In particular, a modification of the extensive source volumetric emission
model that incorporates the high photon absorbance/re-emission effect produced by the Hg vapor in the
V photoreactor
adiation field
amp emission model
rradiance
hotocatalysis

lamp illustrated superior results. This latter model showed excellent agreement with near- and far-field
experimental data indicating its suitability for integration in multi-physics models for the simulation of
photoreactor performance. The advantages of this model are: it is very easy to set up; it comprises the
main physical phenomena occurring in the lamp; and it allows for taking into account important lamp-
sleeve interactions. Experimental results reaffirmed the importance of applying proper estimates of the
lamp power output under the actual operating conditions to perform accurate simulations of radiation

distribution.

. Introduction

The use of photoreactors in water treatment applications has
ncreased substantially over the past few years. They are commonly
mployed in ultraviolet (UV) disinfection and UV-based advanced
xidation processes (AOPs). A particularly emerging and promising
OP is heterogeneous photocatalysis [1–3]. Photocatalytic oxida-

ion processes involve the use of semiconductor photocatalyst
aterials, predominantly titanium dioxide (TiO2), activated by UV

rradiation. One major configuration of photocatalytic reactors has
he catalyst immobilized in layers to reactor inner surfaces. Since
he degradation rate of contaminants in these immobilized pho-
ocatalytic reactors is directly dependent on the UV irradiance at
he photocatalyst surface, the radiation field (photon distribution)
ithin the reaction volume is one of the critical factors that deter-
ine the overall conversion and photoreactor performance. In this

ense, when modeling immobilized photocatalytic reactors, the
ccurate prediction of the radiation field (and consequently the UV

rradiance on the catalyst-coated surface) is of paramount impor-
ance.

Modeling the radiation field in a given photoreactor involves
olving the radiative (photon) transfer equation (RTE) [4,5]. For
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monochromatic radiation, the RTE is defined as:

dI(�r, �s)
ds

+ (� + �)I(�r, �s) = je(�r) + �

4�

∫
4�

I(�r, �s′)p(�s′ → �s) d˝′ (1)

where I is the photon radiance, �r is the position vector, �s is the
propagation direction vector, s is the path length, � is the absorption
coefficient, � is the scattering coefficient, je is the emission (source)
term, p is the phase function for the in-scattering of photons, and
˝′ is the solid angle about the scattering direction vector �s′. In Eq.
(1), the left-hand side terms represent the radiance change along
the path length s, and the loss due to absorption and out-scattering.
The right-hand side terms correspond to the radiance source and
the gain in radiation radiance due to in-scattering. An analytical
solution for this integro-differential equation is only possible for
very simple cases [6]; for most practical engineering applications a
numerical approach is necessary [7].

Several numerical methods have been developed for solving the
RTE. Carvalho and Farias [7] presented a review of some of these
methods. Among the proposed methods, three of them have been
mostly utilized and studied in the simulation of photoreactors: the
Monte Carlo (MC) method, the discrete ordinate (DO) method, and

the finite-volume (FV) method [8]. In particular, the FV method has
been gaining much acceptance due to very favorable characteris-
tics. In the FV method, the RTE is integrated over both the control
angle and the control volume [9], which allows for conserving radi-
ant energy and easily incorporating the method in computational
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Nomenclature

CFe2+ molar concentration of Fe2+ (mol L−1)
do external tube outer diameter (m)
E radiation irradiance (W m−2)
ESDE extensive source superficial diffuse emission model

(refer to Table 1)
ESVE extensive source volumetric emission model (refer

to Table 1)
ESVEA modified ESVE model that accounts for photon

absorption/re-emission in the lamp plasma
ESVERA modified ESVEA model that accounts for radiation

reflection, refraction and absorption at the lamp
quartz envelope

ESDER modified ESDE model that accounts for radiation
reflection, refraction and absorption at the lamp
quartz envelope

ESVER modified ESVE model that accounts for radiation
reflection, refraction and absorption at the lamp
quartz envelope

I photon radiance (W m−2 sr−1)
je emission (source) term (W m−3 sr−1)
L lamp arc length (m)
LSDE line source diffuse emission model (refer to Table 1)
LSDER modified LSDE model that accounts for radiation

reflection, refraction and absorption at the lamp
quartz envelope

LSSE line source spherical emission model (refer to
Table 1)

LSSS line source spherical sources model (refer to Table 1)
MPSS multiple point source summation model (refer to

Table 1)
MSSS multiple segment source summation model (refer

to Table 1)
n refractive index (dimensionless)
p phase function for the in-scattering of photons

(dimensionless)
P power output of the lamp (W)
�r position vector (m)
R distance from center of lamp to the detector (m)
�s propagation direction vector (m)
s path length (m)
�s′ scattering direction vector (m)
t irradiation time (s)
T absolute temperature of the medium (K)
VT total volume of actinometric solution (L)
w irradiated window width (m)
x axial coordinate (m)
y normal distance from the lamp center (m)

Greek letters
˛ half angle subtended by the lamp at the sensor posi-

tion (rad)
� angle from the normal axis of the lamp (rad)
� absorption coefficient (m−1)
� scattering coefficient (m−1)
�S–B Stefan–Boltzmann constant

(5.672 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4)
˚ quantum yield of potassium ferrioxalate at 254 nm

(mol einstein−1)
˝ solid angle about the propagation direction (sr)
˝′ solid angle about the scattering direction vector �s′

(sr)
otobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 81–89

fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. CFD is a very attractive model-
ing approach since it allows an integrated analysis of photoreactors
through simultaneous modeling of hydrodynamics, species mass
transport, chemical reaction kinetics, and photon flux distribution.
Even though the FV method has been used in many CFD-based stud-
ies [8–14] few of them involved experimental evaluation of the
radiation field simulations [13,14].

A key component in the development of a radiation field
model is the definition of the lamp emission model (i.e., how UV
radiation is emitted by the lamp). Several conceptual and math-
ematical models have been proposed in the literature [8,15–20].
A list with some of the lamp emission models most com-
monly employed in photoreactor modeling is given in Table 1.
Imoberdorf et al. [15] recently proposed a more exhaustive
lamp emission model that includes the reflection and refraction
effects on/in the quartz envelope, so as the photon absorption/re-
emission by the mercury vapor inside the lamp. The model
was applied to the simulation of multi-lamp, homogeneous
photoreactors, showing good agreement with the experimental
data.

All the lamp emission models mentioned so far have been
experimentally evaluated for lamps running in air, or inside
homogeneous photoreactors [15–17,21,26–28]. Nonetheless, the
radiation model evaluation close to the lamp (which is likely to be
the location of the photocatalyst in the case of immobilized reac-
tors) has been particularly challenging. Most studies utilized either
a UV radiometer or a chemical actinometer for performing the irra-
diance/fluence rate measurements. Radiometers, however, are not
reliable for measuring irradiance in close proximity to the radia-
tion source, mainly due to the geometry and the variable response
of the photometer within a nonparallel radiation field [29]. On
the other hand, under high radiation fluxes, some actinometers
can experience saturation of the reacting solution due to diffu-
sional resistance effects. This phenomenon has been reported, for
example, for the iodide/iodate actinometer for 254 nm radiation
[17,28,30].

Another shortcoming of some evaluation studies is related to
the estimation of the radiation output of the lamp under the work-
ing (experimental) conditions. In many cases, the lamp output was
measured while running the lamp in air at ambient temperature.
However, experiments were conducted with the lamp inside a reac-
tor, enclosed in a quartz sleeve, and submerged in water at another
temperature. Hence, the radiation outputs of the lamp during the
experiments were likely different. For low-pressure mercury (Hg)
lamps, fluctuations of 10 ◦C in the lamp temperature can produce
changes in the emission efficiency as high as 50% [31–33]. In this
sense, new measurement methods that address this issue have
been recently proposed [34].

This investigation has focused on developing an FV-based
model for predicting the irradiance inside single-phase annular
photoreactors. The model is primarily intended to be applied
to the CFD simulation of immobilized photocatalytic reactors. In
the developed model, the UV lamp (monochromatic) is part of
the computational domain. Hence, the reflection, refraction, and
absorption of radiation at the air/quartz/water interface, as well
as the absorption and re-emission of photons by the lamp plasma,
could be considered. For defining an appropriate emission model
for the lamp, several lamp emission models were evaluated against
far-field (measuring position located away from the lamp) and
near-field (measuring position close to the lamp) experimental

data. The employed measurement techniques aimed to eliminate
the previously discussed errors associated with irradiance determi-
nations. To perform accurate evaluations, the power output of the
low-pressure Hg lamp employed in the experiments was carefully
measured under the operating conditions.
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Table 1
Lamp emission models commonly employed in the simulations of the radiation field in photoreactors.

Type Name Abbreviation Characteristics Reference

Multiple point source Multiple point source summation MPSS The lamp is modeled as a finite number
of emission points equally spaced
along the lamp axis.

[20]

Multiple segment source summation MSSS The lamp is modeled as a series of
differential cylindrical segments. The
radiation is emitted normal to the
cylinder surface and decreases with
the cosine of the emission angle.

[17,21]

Line source Spherical emission LSSE The lamp is modeled as a line emitting
radiation isotropically.

[22]

Diffuse emission LSDE The lamp is modeled as a line emitting
radiation diffusely (following the
cosine law).

[23]

Spherical sources LSSS The lamp is modeled as a series of
differential spheres where the light is
generated at the center. Only the
component of radiation which is
normal to the lamp walls is
transmitted.

[18]

Extensive source Superficial diffuse emission ESDE The lamp is modeled as a perfect
cylinder. Radiation is diffusely emitted
by point emitters uniformly
distributed on the lamp surface.

[24]

Volumetric emission ESVE The lamp is modeled as a perfect
cylinder. Radiation is isotropically

[25]
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. Experimental

.1. Far-field evaluation

Several lamp emission models were evaluated against far-
eld irradiance measurements for a low-pressure Hg lamp (arc

ength = 277 mm, tube diameter = 15 mm, nominal UV output at
54 nm = 5.7 W, GPH357T5L/4P, Light Sources Inc.) running in air
t 22 ◦C. The actual UV output of the lamp was first determined
sing the goniometric method (i.e., a series of irradiance measure-
ents in a plane containing the lamp and along an arc scribed at a

xed radius from the center of the lamp) described by the USEPA
33]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the experimental
etup utilized for this test. The irradiance was measured at differ-
nt radial angles using a calibrated research radiometer (IL1700,
ED240 detector, NS254 filter, International Light) once the lamp
eached steady emission. The radius from the center of the lamp to
he radiometer detector was 1 m, and the readings were recorded
otating the lamp around its transverse axis from 0◦ to 345◦ in 15◦

ncrements, while the radiometer was kept static. The lamp was
hen rotated 90◦ around its longitudinal axis and the measurement
rocess was repeated. Assuming that the emission of the lamp was
ymmetrical, eight different measurements for each of the angles
n the interval from 0◦ to 90◦ (0 to �/2) were obtained.

The power output of the lamp (P) was calculated using the fol-
owing equation:

= 4�R2

∫ �/2

0

E(�) cos � d� (2)

here R is the distance from lamp center to the detector, � is the
ngle of the detector from the normal axis of the lamp, and E(�) is

he irradiance as a function of �. The integral in Eq. (2) was solved
umerically.

The determined UV output and the dimensions of the lamp
ere fed into different emission models and the irradiances at

he same measurement points were predicted. A comparison of
emitted by point emitters uniformly
distributed inside the lamp volume.

the model predictions against the experimental data was per-
formed.

2.2. Near-field evaluation

The near-field evaluation was performed using an annular reac-
tor in which both tubes were made of quartz (inner tube: 23 mm
OD/20 mm ID, outer tube: 50 mm OD/46 mm ID, quartz type GE
124, CANSCI Glass Products Ltd.). A schematic with the details of
the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2. This setup allowed
measuring the irradiance at specific axial locations around the reac-
tor’s outer wall using a chemical actinometer that ran inside a
PVC annular jacket (Fig. 2(c)). The PVC annular jacket dimensions
were 25.4 mm width, 102 mm OD and 54 mm ID. The actinome-
ter solution run inside a 13 mm wide × 7 mm deep channel formed
between the quartz tube and the jacket inner wall. This space was
sealed by two o-rings which also allowed moving the jacket to dif-
ferent positions along the reactor. The irradiance measurements
were performed on the surface of ∼5 mm wide gaps (windows) cre-
ated on the outer tube wall using several layers of electrical tape
(3 M) (see Fig. 2(b)). These measurement windows were located ±5,
±11, ±13 and ±14 cm from the center of the lamp. For calculating
the area of each window, the gap widths were carefully measured at
several points along the tube circumference using an electronic dig-
ital calliper (General, No. 147). The experimental setup also allowed
running water with different transmittances and at constant tem-
perature through the annular space of the reactor. In this study,
water with 98% UV transmittance and at 22 ◦C was circulated at a
flow rate of 4 L/min in the system. As a safety measure, the reactor’s
outer tube was covered with black construction paper during the
experimental runs.

The actinometer used in this investigation was potassium fer-

rioxalate solution (0.02 M) prepared and utilized as described by
Murov et al. [35]. This actinometer has the advantage that its quan-
tum yield is relatively insensitive to radiation flux [35], making it
suitable for near-field measurements. All the chemicals employed
were ACS certified, obtained from Fisher Scientific, and used as
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eceived. The same low-pressure Hg lamp used in the far-field tests
as employed in these experiments.

The experimental runs were carried out as follows. While run-
ing water in the reactor annulus, the UV lamp was placed inside
he quartz sleeve (inner tube) and turned on. At least 20 min were
iven for the system to stabilize and for the lamp to reach steady
mission. Following that, 500 mL of actinometric solution were cir-
ulated through the PVC jacket at 4 L/min and samples were taken
rom the container beaker at different time intervals. The concen-
ration of Fe2+ was measured via UV spectrophotometry at 510 nm
Carry 100 UV–Visible spectrophotometer, Varian) and the irradi-
nce was calculated [35,36] as

= 4.72 × 105 · VT

˚ · �dow
· dCFe2+

dt
· 0.89 (3)

here VT is the total volume of actinometric solution, ˚ is the quan-
um yield of potassium ferrioxalate at 254 nm, do is the external
ube outer diameter, w is the irradiated window width, dCFe2+ /dt is
he slope obtained from the linear regression of Fe2+-concentration
ersus time data, 4.72 × 105 is a factor to convert Einstein to Joule
valid only for 254 nm radiation), and 0.89 is a correction factor for
educting the contributions made by the lamp emitting radiation
t wavelengths other than 254 nm [37]. The quantum yield used in
he calculations was ˚ = 1.41 in accordance with a recent study by
oldstein and Rabani [38].

The power output of the lamp operating inside the annular reac-
or was verified using a method adapted from Robinson [34] in
hich the short sleeve section was substituted by a section of annu-

ar reactor. Details on the adapted method and equipment setup are
vailable in the Supplementary material.

Simulation of the radiation field in the annular reactor was per-
ormed using the estimated power output of the lamp and different
mission models. The simulation results were evaluated against the
rradiance measurements.

. Radiation field model

.1. Solving the governing equation

The RTE was solved using the FV method programmed in com-
ercial CFD code Fluent® 6.3.26. This method considers the RTE in

he direction �s as a field equation [5]. Eq. (1) is rewritten and solved
s:

∇ · (I(�r, �s)�s) + (� + �)I(�r, �s)

= �n2 �S–BT4

�
+ �

4�

∫
4�

I(�r, �s′)p(�s′ → �s) d˝′ (4)

here n is the refractive index, �S–B is the Stefan–Boltzmann con-
tant (5.672 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4), and T is the absolute temperature
f the medium. Inside the photoreactor there is no UV radia-
ion emission (generation), except for the lamp. Therefore, the
ource term (first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (4)) was
lmost inactivated by setting the computational domain tempera-
ure (everywhere except the lamp) to 1 K (minimum temperature
llowed by Fluent). The definition of the UV radiation emitted by the
amp is described in section 3.2. Note that because the domain zone
emperatures are set equal to constant values (1 K), this approach
an only be used for the simulation of systems that can be treated
s isothermal reactors (this is usually the case for photocatalytic
eactors). However, for cases where the reacting system is not

sothermal, the emission terms of the different domain zones can be
efined utilizing a sub-program (a user defined function in Fluent).

The segregated steady-state solver was used for solving the gov-
rning equation. An angular discretization of 40 divisions was used.
his number was found to be sufficient to avoid the appearance of
otobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 81–89

the “ray effect” [9]. To overcome control angle overhang, a 1 × 1
pixelation was used [9]. Due to the symmetry of the studied sys-
tem, 2D axisymmetric simulations were performed. This approach
was preferred since it is much less computationally intensive than
3D simulations. Moreover, little difference (<1%) between 2D and
3D solutions was found in preliminary evaluations. Second order
upwind discretization scheme was employed. Convergence of the
numerical solution was assured by monitoring the scaled residuals
to a criterion of at least 10−6. Additionally, the variation of fluence
rate at several points (or irradiance at different surfaces) of the
computational domain was used as the indicator of convergence.

Commercial mesh generator Gambit® 2.2.30 was used to cre-
ate the grid. Structured quadrilateral cells were used to discretize
the physical domain. Boundary-layer mesh was setup at the lamp
wall where high radiation gradients occur. The utilized grids were
verified to give mesh-independent results. In the simulations per-
formed, approximately 20,000 cells were used.

3.2. Lamp emission models and boundary conditions

In the present investigation, the lamp (radiation source) was
part of the computational domain. As discussed in the introduc-
tion, there are different ways to model the radiation emission of a
lamp. Therefore, different approaches were taken to simulate these
emission patterns using the CFD software. For the ESVE, the plasma
volume (a cylinder) was defined as a fluid or solid continuum. The
lamp emission power was defined by the absorption coefficient,
the refractive index, and the temperature of the plasma (see source
term in Eq. (4)). The ESVE model assumes that the absorption coef-
ficient is zero [25], even though a small value was needed to be
defined (e.g., 0.01 m−1). The refractive index was assumed as 1
given that the lamp is filled with an inert gas and Hg at a very
low concentration. The temperature was then determined using
the following iterative procedure: a first guess of the temperature
was set in the model and the simulation was run; the power output
coming out of the lamp envelope was checked; if the obtained value
disagreed with the desired one, a new plasma temperature was cal-
culated realizing that the power output is proportional to T4. The
lamp envelope was defined as a zero-thickness, semi-transparent,
fully specular wall (diffuse fraction = 0); the cylinder end caps were
semi-transparent, fully diffused walls that absorbed all the inci-
dent radiation. Complete radiation absorption at these walls was
set in Fluent assigning a thickness (e.g., 2 mm) and a high absorption
coefficient (e.g., 10,000 m−1).

The ESDE was simulated the same way as the ESVE, except
that the lamp envelope needed to be set as a purely diffused
wall (diffuse fraction = 1). Another alternative to simulate the ESDE
was defining only the external walls of the lamp (lamp = hollow
cylinder). In this case, the lamp envelope was a semi-transparent,
purely diffused exterior wall with external irradiation. The exter-
nal irradiation was calculated dividing the power output of the
lamp by the envelope surface area. The cylinder end caps were
semi-transparent, fully diffused walls that absorbed all the incident
radiation.

The LSSE and LSDE were simulated in the same way as the
ESVE and ESDE, respectively; except that the diameter of the lamp
cylinder was made so small that a linear approximation could be
achieved. In the simulations performed, the ratio between the lamp
length and diameter was 1385. The LSSS model is mathematically
identical to LSDE, except for a �/4 factor. Thus, the LSSS model was
simulated as the LSDE, but with the power emission reduced by

�/4.

Additional lamp emission models were evaluated in this study;
however, they were basically modifications of the ESDE and ESVE
models in which reflection/refraction/absorption effects at the
quartz envelope, and/or a higher photon absorption/re-emission
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Table 2
Refractive indexes (n) and absorption coefficients (�) used in the simulations.

Material n � (m−1)

Lamp plasma 1.00 0.01a/191b

Air 1.00 0
Water 1.38c 2.02d

GE 124 Quartz 1. 52e 22f

Actinometer 1.38g 0h

a Used for transparent plasma.
b Used for absorbing plasma Ref. [15].
c Ref. [39].
d Calculated for water with 98% transmittance.
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e Refs. [40,41].
f Ref. [41].
g The same value of water was assumed.
h Assumed zero because the absorption effect was not modeled.

n the Hg plasma were included. Reflection/refraction/absorption
t the quartz envelope was considered in Fluent by giving some
hickness (e.g., 1 mm) to the envelope wall [5]. Higher photon
bsorption/re-emission in the Hg plasma was accomplished by
ncreasing the photon absorption coefficient. It is important to

ention that since these changes caused modifications in the radi-
tion emission inside the lamp, the plasma temperature needed
o be checked and properly adjusted every time to guarantee the
esired lamp output.

The quartz sleeve and the external quartz tube were simulated
s solid continuums enclosed by zero-thickness, semi-transparent,
ully specular walls. This was done to better simulate radiation
efraction and propagation inside these walls, and also because
he thickness of the walls were considerable when compared to
he radial length of the computational domain (∼14%). Both, the
ir surrounding the lamp and the water inside the annulus were
efined as fluid continuums (solid continuum is also adequate if
he fluid is static). The annular jacket with the actinometric solution
as also included in the computational domain. The actinometer
as defined as a fluid continuum and the jacket walls were zero-

hickness, opaque, fully diffused, non-reflective walls. This was also
he case for the external side walls of the reactor. Non-reflectivity
f opaque walls was defined making the emissivity equal to 1
5,9]. Due to the symmetry of the system, a symmetry boundary
ondition (BC) was imposed at the center of the reactor. The com-
utational domain of the annular reactor simulated in the present
ork is shown in the 2D geometrical model of Fig. 3.

.3. Optical properties

The refractive index and the absorption coefficient are the opti-
al properties of the materials necessary for the simulations. Table 2
ists the values for these two properties for each of the materials
resent in the simulations.

. Results and discussion

.1. Verification of the lamp emission models

Before starting to evaluate the radiation models against
he experiments where complex optical effects take place, a
erification of the emission models was performed for the sim-
le case of an emitting lamp running in air (5.7 W power
utput, 277 mm arc length, 15 mm diameter). The lamp emis-
ion models were verified against analytical (LSSE, LSDE and

SSS) or numerical solutions (ESVE and ESDE) of the corre-
ponding mathematical models. The agreement between the
odel predictions and the analytical/numerical solutions of

he mathematical models was excellent for both, irradiance
nd fluence rate. These results confirm the suitability of using
otobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 81–89 85

the proposed approach for simulating different lamp emis-
sion models. A detailed description of the model verifications
and the obtained results are available in the Supplementary
material.

4.2. Far-field evaluation

Fig. 4 shows the irradiance values obtained using the goniomet-
ric method described in section 2.1. The irradiance measurements
presented a cosine-like functionality, very similar to the ones
reported in other investigations [33,42]. A cosine response is
distinctive of diffused (lambertian) emitters; thus, these results
suggest that the lamp has an emission pattern similar to that of
a diffused emitter. Using Eq. (2), the power output of the lamp was
calculated as 4.5 W.

The determined lamp power output was fed into different lamp
emission models to predict the irradiance at the locations where
the goniometric measurements were performed. As a first stage
in the analysis, the traditional LSSE, LSDE, LSSS, ESDE and ESVE
models were evaluated. Additional details of these calculations are
presented in the Supplementary material where the mathematical
deduction of the model obtained for the case of the LSSE emis-
sion model is presented. As seen in Fig. 4(a), irradiance predictions
based on the LSSE and ESVE models did not match the experimental
data at all. These models predicted that the irradiance at the sen-
sor would gradually rise as the lamp is rotated; and in the case
of the ESVE it would sharply drop to zero as the angle reaches
90◦. This same behavior was reported by other researchers [42]
for the LSSE model. Moreover, calculations made using other sys-
tems with different L/R ratios verified that these are general model
behaviors and that the irradiance rise is steeper as L/R increases.
The model behaviors are the consequence of assuming isotropic
emission from the lamp emitting elements. With this assumption,
the radiation emitted by each element towards the sensor is the
same irrespective of the sensor position. In addition, the radiometer
sensor gets closer to the lamp as the angle increases in the gonio-
metric measurements. These results clearly indicate that LSSE and
ESVE do not model properly the emission pattern of the lamp, and
that they should not be utilized for far-field predictions. LSSS model
predictions showed cosine functionality; however, the irradiance
predictions were ∼�/4 lower than the experimental values. LSSS
predictions were lower because this model is not energy conser-
vative, i.e., the integration of irradiance over an enclosing surface
around the lamp does not yield the total power output of the lamp;
it only yields �/4 of the lamp output. In the development of this
model, the irradiance of the MPSS is simply multiplied by the cosine
function, resulting in a lower emitted power of the differential ele-
ments [42]. The same analysis applies to the MSSS, since MSSS
is mathematically identical to the LSSS in the limit as the num-
ber of point sources becomes infinite. LSSS and MSSS are therefore
not recommended to be utilized as emission models. On the other
hand, LSDE and ESDE predictions had a much closer agreement
with the experimental measurements. For 0 < �<50, the estimated
and measured values agreed quite well and for 50 < �<90, a small
overprediction was found. These models consider that radiation is
diffusely emitted by the lamp, implying that the real lamp emis-
sion must be to some extent similar to that of a lambertian emitter.
Evidence of cosine-liked emission from a low-pressure mercury UV
lamp was also obtained by André et al. [43] who made irradiance
measurements very close to the lamp envelope wall using a fiber
optic.
Even though the irradiance predictions of LSDE and ESDE were
not completely accurate for all the directions around the lamp, their
overall performance was good and acceptable. As a matter of fact, a
formula based on the LSDE model has been recently proposed [44]
to be used in a standard method for calculating the total UV output
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup utilized for performing far-field evalu-
ation of lamp emission models.
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Fig. 4. Goniometric irradiance measurements obtained 1 m away from the lamp
center (Exp) and their comparison with different lamp emission model predic-

where y is the normal distance from the lamp center, L is the lamp
arc length, ˛ is the half angle subtended by the lamp at the sensor
position (i.e., tan ˛ = L/(2y)). On the other hand, an older method
based on the LSSE model, which assumes that at considerable dis-
tance the lamp can be taken as a point source emitter (P = 4�y2E) has
ig. 2. Schematic of the equipment and experimental setup employed for the near-
eld irradiance measurements. Details of (a) experimental setup (b) the annular
eactor, and (c) annular PVC jacket.

f a monochromatic lamp. According to this method, the irradiance

t a normal distance from the center of a lamp is measured using
radiometer. The power output (for y ≥ 2L) is calculated using the

ig. 3. 2D geometrical model of the annular reactor utilized in the near-field evalua-
ion study. Boundary conditions (BC) and continuums of the computational domain
re shown.
tions: (a) LSSE, LSDE, LSSS, ESDE, and ESVE, (b) LSDER, ESDER, ESVER, ESVEA, and
ESVERA. The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval calculated for eight
measurements.

Keitz formula [45]:

P = E2�2yL

2˛ + sin 2˛
(5)
Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the phenomena and interactions taking place
when a lamp is operated inside of a quartz sleeve: (a) radiation coming from the
lamp, (b) reflection and refraction at the quartz sleeve, (c) reflection and refraction
at the lamp envelope, (d) absorption and re-emission of photons by Hg atoms, and
(e) radiation re-escaping from the lamp envelope.
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ig. 6. Irradiance measured at different positions of the reactor outer wall compared
ith the predictions of different lamp emission models. The error bars represent the

5% confidence interval obtained with triplicate runs.

een proven to considerably overestimate (∼20%) the UV output of
he lamp [46].

To analyze if better model predictions could be achieved, the
SDE, ESDE, and ESVE models were modified to account for radi-

tion reflection, refraction and absorption at the lamp quartz
nvelope (these modified models were abbreviated as LSDER,
SDER, and ESVER, respectively). These effects were included in
he FV-based model assigning a 1 mm thickness to the envelope
all and adjusting the plasma temperature to obtain 4.5 W power

ig. 7. Fluence rate profiles along the radial coordinate in the annular space as com-
uted using different lamp emission models. The results correspond to the center
f the reactor.
otobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 81–89 87

output. As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), the incorporation of reflection,
refraction and absorption to LSDE and ESDE made the model predic-
tions fit the experimental data very well; this not being the case for
ESVE. These results suggest that radiation is diffusely emitted from
a thin layer of plasma next to the inner envelope wall, after which it
suffers reflection, refraction and absorption at the quartz envelope.
Computations performed for LSDE in which only reflection was
incorporated into the model demonstrated that this effect accounts
for practically all the correction given to the model predictions.

The results obtained here can be explained by analyzing the
physical processes occurring inside a low-pressure Hg lamp. It is
well known that photons are emitted all over the lamp plasma
volume. However, since this emission process is reversible, pho-
tons can be absorbed and isotropically re-emitted by another
mercury atom before escaping the lamp envelope [47]. This
absorption/re-emission process is significant due to the high
absorption coefficient of the Hg plasma, and it becomes more
important in those directions implying a longer pathway for the
photons (i.e., for increasing � values). As a consequence, compared
to that from inside parts of the plasma, higher emission rates occur
near the walls of the lamp, and diffused emission takes place.
Based on this analysis, the ESVE model was modified to account
for the absorption/re-emission effect (model abbreviation: ESVEA).
This modification was made in the computational model by set-
ting a high absorption coefficient for the lamp plasma (191 m−1 as
reported by Imoberdorf et al. [15]), and again, adjusting the plasma
temperature to obtain 4.5 W power output. As it can be seen in
Fig. 4(b), the irradiance predictions obtained with the ESVEA model
were practically the same as the ones obtained with LSDE and ESDE.
This result proves that the absorption/re-emission process can ade-
quately explain the diffused radiation emission observed in the
experimental measurements. Moreover, when reflection, refrac-
tion, and absorption at the lamp envelope were included to the
ESVEA model (model abbreviated as ESVERA), the irradiance pre-
dictions fitted the experimental measurements fully (see Fig. 4(b)).
The ESVERA model coincides fundamentally with the model pro-
posed and evaluated by Imoberdorf et al. [15] for multi-lamp,
homogeneous photoreactors.

The ESVERA emission model shows great potential for being
applied in CFD simulations. The model is very easy to set up and
its far-field irradiance predictions agreed fully with the measure-
ments. As a second alternative, the ESDE should be considered.

4.3. Near-field evaluation

Before evaluating the irradiance prediction capabilities of differ-
ent emission models in the near-field region, the power output of
the lamp while operating inside the annular reactor was verified.
For this, the method presented in section 2.2 and fully described
in the Supplementary material was implemented. The obtained
results indicated that under the experimental conditions the lamp
output was the same (within the experimental error estimated
at 5%) as when the lamp was running in air. This result can be
explained by the fact that the generated heat in the annular reactor
was removed by the water of the same temperature as ambient air
(22 ◦C). This situation propitiates comparable heat transfer condi-
tions in both systems resulting in similar lamp temperatures and
consequently, the same power outputs.

The temperature of the water in the reactor was varied
(5 − 35 ◦C) to study its effect on the lamp power output. Different

operating water temperatures produced variations of up to 15% in
the lamp output corroborating the importance of performing the
determination of the lamp UV output under the actual operating
conditions of the reactor. The detailed results can be found in the
Supplementary material.
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When a lamp is operated inside a quartz sleeve, there are
mportant phenomena that need to be taken into account for
he simulation of radiation distribution. These phenomena are
chematically illustrated in Fig. 5. From the radiation coming from
he lamp and reaching the quartz sleeve, a fraction is transmitted
hrough the quartz wall and the other part is reflected backwards.
art of this reflected radiation reaches the lamp envelope where
fraction suffers reflection again; however, the rest of radiation

e-enters the lamp body. These photons that re-enter the lamp
ody are absorbed and re-emitted multiple times by Hg atoms until
hey finally escape the lamp [15]. Consequently, since each photon
hat re-enters will exit the lamp again, the net photon emission
f the lamp remains constant. When simulating this system using
he developed FV-based model, the part of radiation that re-enters
he lamp and is absorbed by the Hg plasma is correctly taken into
ccount, but the effect of re-emission of these absorbed photons
s not considered in the governing equation and thus, not com-
uted. Nonetheless, this additional generation of photons (due to
e-emission) can be simulated by simply increasing the plasma
emperature until the corresponding net power output is met. Fol-
owing this approach, a net lamp power output of 4.5 W was assured
n all the annular reactor simulations performed.

A corollary of the previous analysis on the interaction between
he quartz sleeve and the lamp is that practically all the radiation
hat is generated in the lamp will end up being transmitted into the
leeve wall; there is consequently no “loss” of radiation because
f reflection at the air/quartz sleeve interface. The reflected radia-
ion re-enters the lamp, is absorbed and subsequently re-emitted
owards the sleeve; or if it misses the lamp, it will continue travel-
ing until it reaches the sleeve at some other position. This results
rom the conservation of radiative energy in the lamp-sleeve con-
rol volume. Under this approach, the use of radiation models that
educt the reflected radiation at the air/sleeve interface might
esult in underprediction of the irradiance (or fluence rate) inside
he photoreactor.

Using the quartz tube annular reactor and the actinometer
olution running inside the annular PVC jacket, the irradiance at
ifferent axial positions was determined (Fig. 6). It is evident that
he studied lamp had symmetrical emission and that the irradi-
nce at the wall had a flat profile within ∼70% of the irradiated area
−11 cm < x < +11 cm), followed by a steep decrease in the region
2 cm < |x| < 15 cm.

Fig. 6 also shows the predicted irradiance at the reactor outer
ube wall using the FV-based model with different radiation
missions and the experimentally determined lamp power out-
ut. Analyzing the region with practically flat irradiance profile
−11 cm < x < +11 cm), it can be noticed that the prediction of the
ifferent models were somewhat similar. Due to the experimen-
al error (∼5%) associated with the actinometric determinations in
hat zone, it is not possible to affirm whether one particular model
erforms better than the others. Nonetheless, it is interesting to
ee how exactly ESVERA and ESVEA predicted the average of the
xperimental measurements. In the region of steep decrease of the
rradiance (12 cm < |x| < 15 cm), all the models somehow overpre-
icted the irradiance at the tube wall. Note that in this region the
xperimental error was much larger (∼15%). The models that pre-
icted the steepest decrease and thus the closest agreement with
he experimental data were ESVERA, ESVEA, and ESDE. This latter
esult is consistent with the far-field evaluation since these three
odels showed good irradiance predictions in high-normal-angle

ropagation directions.

While the irradiance profiles predicted using LSSE and ESVE

ere somehow in fair agreement with the experimental data, their
ar-field predictions fell far away from the experimental points. This
esult demonstrates that in the region close to the lamp, the radia-
ion emission pattern (isotropic or diffused) has little effect on the
otobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 81–89

irradiance prediction profiles. Nevertheless, this is not the case for
other radiation field variables such as the fluence rate. Fig. 7 shows
the fluence rate profiles computed by different lamp emission mod-
els along the radial coordinate in the annular space at the center and
one side (x = 13 cm) of the reactor. As can be seen, significant pre-
diction differences can be found among the different models. These
results have important implications for the simulation of pho-
toreactors with volumetric reactions, since photochemical reaction
rates are determined by the local fluence rate.

The models that assumed (or resulted in) diffused radiation
emission (LSDE, ESDE, ESVEA, and ESVERA) were the ones that
showed better overall irradiance prediction capabilities. In other
investigations [15–17,21,23,24,36], diffused emission models have
also shown good results not only in terms of irradiance, but also
fluence rate prediction accuracy. In few of those studies [17,21],
the authors utilized the MSSS model in the radiation distribution
calculations. As mentioned before, this model reduces the radia-
tion output of the lamp by �/4. However, the two studies referred
above have used the method based on LSSE (which overestimates
the real output in about �/4) for estimating the lamp output. As a
consequence, the predictions they obtained are equivalent to LSDE
model predictions.

The annular reactor simulations performed in all the previous
evaluations considered the quartz sleeve and the outer tube as
solid continuums enclosed by zero-thickness, semi-transparent,
fully specular walls. To analyze if the model geometry could be
simplified without sacrificing prediction accuracy, a simulation in
which the quartz sleeve was defined as a regular BC wall was per-
formed. The obtained irradiance predictions were practically the
same for both systems, so for future works, it is recommended to
treat the sleeve as a regular BC wall. Full details of this evaluation
can be found in the Supplementary material.

5. Conclusions

A computational radiation field model based on the finite-
volume method was developed for simulating the irradiance
in single-phase annular photoreactors. As part of the model, a
CFD-based approach for modeling lamp radiation emission was
proposed. Under this approach, the lamp is included in the com-
putational domain and the lamp plasma emission is simulated
by defining proper physical properties and boundary conditions,
allowing for different emission patterns to be defined in the model.
For developing the radiation model, several lamp emission models
were evaluated against near- and far-field irradiance measure-
ments. The main conclusions withdrawn from this investigation
were:

• The far-field evaluation showed that LSSE, LSSS and ESVE
model predictions were in complete disagreement with the
experimental data. Thus, these models are not recommended
for far-field predictions. On the other hand, diffused emission
models (LSDE and ESDE) predicted fairly well the irradiance
distribution around the lamp. Moreover, incorporating reflec-
tion/refraction/absorption effects at the lamp quartz envelope to
these diffused models allowed for even better far-field irradiance
predictions.

• When the high photon absorbance/re-emission effect produced
by the Hg vapor was considered in the ESVE model (ESVEA
model), it was able to explain the diffused emission behavior

of the lamp. Moreover, adding reflection/refraction/absorption
effects at the lamp quartz envelope (ESVERA model) resulted in
an excellent match between predictions and experimental data.

• Near-field evaluation revealed that the radiation emission pat-
tern (isotropic or diffused) has little effect on the irradiance
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prediction close to the lamp. However, important differences
were observed for the fluence rate predictions. Even though the
predicted irradiance profile using different emission models was
somehow similar, ESDE, ESVEA, and ESVERA presented the closest
agreement with the experimental data.
ESVERA is a promising emission model to be incorporated in
integrated models, such as the CFD-based simulations of pho-
toreactors, particularly immobilized photocatalytic reactors. The
model is very easy to set up, it comprises the main physi-
cal phenomena occurring in the lamp, it allows taking into
account important lamp-sleeve interactions, and it shows excel-
lent agreement with near- and far-field experimental data.
Experiments obtained for the lamp operating inside the quartz
sleeve of the annular reactor demonstrated the strong effect
of surrounding temperature on the lamp power output. Conse-
quently, to perform accurate simulations, it is essential to obtain
and use a real estimate of the lamp power output under the actual
operating conditions in the reactor.
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